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ABSTRACT 

Let G  be a finite group and p  be a fixed prime. Denote by )(I GBr  and )(c 0Gl  the sets of irreducible p -

Brauer characters and p -regular conjugacy classes of G , respectively. If )(c 0GlL , we say that L  is 

quadratic if 2|=:)(|  L , where ))(I|)((=)( GBryL   and Ly . We prove in this note that if 

G  is a finite group of odd order and )(c 0GlL  is quadratic, then y  is a q -element, where 
0Gy  is a 

representative element of L  and pq   is a prime. We also present two questions in this note. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Let G  be a finite group. We denote by )(c Gl  and )(I Grr  the sets of conjugacy classes and irreducible complex 

characters of G , respectively. Recently, G. Navarro presented in [7] the definition of quadratic conjugacy class. 

More precisely, if )(c GlK   and Kx , write ))(I|)((=)( GrrxK  , the smallest field containing 

)(x  for all )(I Grr . If 2|=:)(|  K , the conjugacy class K  of G  is called to be quadratic. Of course, 

a conjugacy class K  of G  is called to be rational if 1|=:)(|  K . 

G. Navarro [7] proved that if G  is a finite group with odd order and )(c GlKx   is quadratic, then x  is a p -

element for some prime p . This note is inspired by the work by G. Navarro[7] to consider p -regular conjugacy 

classes. Assume that G  is a finite group and p  is a fixed prime factor of || G . Let 
0G  be the set of p -regular 

elements of G  (that is, the set of elements Gg  such that )(go , the order of g , is not divisible by p ) and 

)(c 0Gl  be the set of conjugacy classes of G  consisting of p -regular elements. Let )(I GBr  be the set of 

irreducible p -Brauer characters of G . For convenience, we denote by regular classes and Brauer characters p -

regular conjugacy classes and p -Brauer characters, respectively. If )(c 0GlL  and y  is a representative 

element of L , write )(c= ylL  and ))(I|)((=)( GBryL  , the smallest field containing )(y  for 

all )(I GBr . Following G. Navarro, we say that the regular class L  is quadratic if 2|=:)(|  L . 

Terminologies and notations used in this note are standard, and one can refer to [3] and [6]. 

Utilizing the methods similar to those of Navarro, we have the following. 
 

Theorem 1.1  Let G  be a finite group of odd order and p  be a fixed prime factor of || G . Suppose that 

)(c 0GlL  and Ly . If L  is quadratic, then y  is a q -element for some prime q .  

Let )(I Grr  and )|)((=)( Gxx    containing all values of   on G . G. Navarro in [7] introduced 

another new concept as follows. An irreducible character )(I Grr  is quadratic if 2|=:)(|   . In 

addition, if 1|=:)(|   , then we say that   is rational. Similarly, we call )(I GBr  to be quadratic if 

2|=:)(|   , where )|)((=)( 0Gyy   . While   is said to be rational if 1|=:)(|   . 

By using the  -character theory of Isaacs [4], G. Navarro proved in [7] that if G  is a finite group of odd order, 

then G  has the same number of irreducible quadratic characters as of quadratic conjugacy classes. On the other 

hand, we have found many examples (finite groups with odd order) which illustrate that the number of irreducible 

quadratic Brauer characters is equal to that of quadratic regular classes. So, for finite groups with odd order, we 

wonder if the following question has an affirmative answer. 
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Question 1.2 Let G  be a finite group of odd order and p  be a fixed prime factor of || G . Does G  have the same 

number of irreducible quadratic Brauer characters as of quadratic regular classes?  

 

The assumption ``odd order'' on G  above cannot be deleted. For example, when G  is the Mathieu group 11M  and 

3=p , we have that the number of irreducible quadratic Brauer characters of G  is not equal to that of quadratic 

regular classes. (The number of irreducible quadratic Brauer characters of 11M  is 2 , but the number of quadratic 

regular classes is 4 .) 

We denote by )(I Grr  and )(c Gl  the sets of irreducible rational characters and rational conjugacy classes of 

G , respectively. In general, we do not have that |)(c|=|)(I| GlGrr  . For example, if 

 34282 =,=,=1,===|,,= bbababbcbacbaH cca
, then 10|=)(I| HrrQ  and 8|=)(c| Hl . 

However, in some cases, we know that the equality can be true. A. M. Broshi showed in [1] that if all Sylow 

subgroups of a finite group G  are abelian then |)(c|=|)(I| GlGrr QQ . G. Navarro and J. Tent [8] proved that if a 

finite group G  has a cyclic Sylow 2 -subgroup then |)(c|=|)(I| GlGrr  . It follows that if || G  is odd then 

|)(c|=|)(I| GlGrr  . 

Now, we write )(I GBrQ  and )(c 0GlQ  for the sets of irreducible rational Brauer characters and rational regular 

classes of G , respectively. Let 1J  be the Janko group of order 191175323   and 7=p . It is known that 

the Sylow subgroups of 1J  are abelian. However, we have checked by [5] and GAP [2] that 4|=)(I| 1JBrQ  and 

5|=)(c| 0

1JlQ . (While 11=p  and 19 , we also know that |)(c||)(I| 0

11 JlJBr   .) Let 5= CHG  , where 

 34282 =,=,=1,===|,,= bbababbcbacbaH cca
 and 5C  is the cyclic group of order 5 , and 

5=p . Thus G  is solvable. In this case, we have that |)(c||)(I| 0GlGBr   . Subsequently, we think that the 

following question may be worth considering. 

 

Question 1.3 Let G  be a finite group of odd order and p  be a fixed prime factor of || G . Is it always true that 

|)(c|=|)(I| 0GlGBr  ?  

 

2.   PROOFS 
Now, we start to prove Theorem 1.1. For this purpose, we first need a lemma. In this lemma, we do not require that 

G  is a group of odd order. 

 

Lemma 2.1  Let G  be a finite group and p  be a fixed prime factor of || G . Let x  and 
tx  be in 

0G , where t  is 

an integer. Then 
tx  and x  are G -conjugate if and only if )(=)( xxt   for all )(I GBr . In particular, if 

1= t , we have that x is real iff )(x  is real for all )(I GBr .  

 

Proof: If x  and 
tx  are conjugate in G , since   is a class function on 

0G  for each )(I GBr , it follows that 

)(=)( xxt  . 

For any )(I Grr , we have that  
d

GBr  )(I

0 = , where d  are the decomposition numbers. Since 

)(=)( xxt   for all )(I GBr , it follows that )(=)( xxt   for all )(I Grr . By the Second 

Orthogonality Relation, we have that 
tx  and x  are conjugate in G .  

If n  is a positive integer and   is a primitive n th root of unity, then the n th cyclotomic extension n  over the 

rationals   is )( . Write )/(G= nn al  for the Galois group of n  over  . Then n  can act on the 
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regular classes of G  consisting of elements of order dividing n  by  

 ),(c=)(c= ttt ylylL


 

where )(c)(c= 0GlylL   and nt  , t  is a positive integer such that 1=),( nt , and 
t

t  =)(  for n th 

roots of unity  . If )(I GBr , then ny )(  and  

 ).(=)( tt yy 


 

Using the methods similar to those of G. Navarro [7], we first prove the following theorem. 
 

Theorem 2.2  Let G  be a finite group of odd order and p  be a fixed prime factor of || G . Suppose that 

)(c 0GlL  and Ly . If ))/((G=  Lal  has a cyclic Sylow 2 -subgroup, then y  is a q -element for 

some prime pq  .  
 

Proof. Let nyo =)(  and )/(G= nn al . Since nG  can act on the regular classes of G  consisting of 

elements of order dividing n , it follows by Lemma 2.1 that the stabilizer of the regular class )(c= ylL  in n  is 

))(/(G Lal n  . We define  

 )()/())(/(G: yCyNLal GGn   

given by )(: ygCGt  , where ))(/(G Lal nt   and 
gt yy = , )(  yNg G . If 

))(/(G= Lal nst   and 
gt yy = , 

hs yy = , we have that nodst m  and 
hg yy = . Therefore, 

)(1 yCgh G
 and )(=)( yhCygC GG , that is,   is a map. Since rst  = , where nodtsr m , we 

have that   is a group isomorphism between these two groups. 

Suppose that   and   are the Sylow 2 -subgroup and the Hall 2 -complement of n . By the preceding 

paragraph, we have that  

 |,)(:|=|))(/(G|=|)()/(| LLalyCyN nnGG   

and therefore is odd. Hence  ))(/(G= Lal n  . By Galois theory,  /n  has a cyclic Sylow 2 -

subgroup, then by the Isomorphism Theorem, we conclude that   is cyclic. Finally, if k
e

k

e
ppn 1

1=  is the 

decomposition of n  as product of distinct (odd) primes different from p , and since n  is abelian, it follows that 

n
e

n
p

e
p

n   
1

1

 has a cyclic Sylow 2 -subgroup if and only if n  is a prime power. This completes the 

Proof: 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By taking   to be the group of order 2  in Theorem 2.2, it follows that Theorem 1.1 holds.  
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